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Card, Cross & Jones Criminal Law Jul 17 2021 Drawing on 65
years of history and expertise, Card, Cross & Jones is a trusted
source of rigorous and dependable legal description and
commentary.
Introduction to Criminology Oct 27 2019 This popular text/reader
continues to offer a unique spin on the core textbook format by
balancing authored text with supporting, edited readings.
The International Criminal Court Jun 03 2020 This book provides an
analysis of the Rome Statute, which established the International
Criminal Court. Each of the 128 articles is examined in the light of
relevant case law, academic commentary and related international
instruments.
Caribbean Criminal Law Digest 2010 - Nov 20 2021 "The criminal
law of the Commonwealth Caribbean is vibrant and fairly uniform.
The Caribbean Criminal Law Digest is a brief report, sometimes

with editorial comment, on the decisions of the Caribbean Court of
Justice (Appellate Jurisdiction), the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council and all the Courts of Appeal and High Courts of the
Caribbean on substantive criminal law, criminal procedure and the
law of evidence. This volume includes a Cumulative Case Index
2010 with a complete list of the cases from each country, the
Caribbean Court of Justice and the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council summarized in the three volumes for 2010. The three
subject matter indices have also been combined and a
comprehensive index of the subjects considered in the cases in the
three volumes are set out in the Cumulative Subject Matter Index
2010. "
Simester and Sullivan's Criminal Law Oct 08 2020 Aimed at
undergraduate law students seeking a firm grasp of doctrine and
principle, this text combines theoretical precision and depth with a
detailed exposition of the law.
Exploring Criminal Justice May 15 2021 Hailed as the most
engaging and accessible introductory text available, Exploring
Criminal Justice provides a clear, complete, and credible
introduction to the U.S. criminal justice system. Using an easy-tofollow, attention-grabbing writing style, this text explains the
overarching processes and purposes of the criminal justice system.
The functions of each component--police, courts, corrections--and
the relationships between them are described in detail, while rich
and captivating pedagogy encourages students to think about how
each component affects their daily lives.This thoroughly up-to-date
text provides contemporary data, case studies, and references for all
topics. Exploring Criminal Justice devotes an entire chapter to the
emerging crimes of terrorism and cybercrime and the role these
controversial topics play in the modern criminal justice system.
Special attention is also given to juvenile offenders and issues
relating to women and minorities. In addition, this text provides
thorough integration of criminological theory and policy, as it

presents both historical context and current features of the U.S.
criminal justice system.
Law 101 Aug 06 2020 "[A] fully updated survey of American law
that incorporates fresh materials on recent Supreme Court cases, the
latest developments in Internet law, and sensational criminal trials"-Flap page 1 of dust jacket.
Anderson's 2010-1 Ohio Criminal Law Handbook Aug 30 2022
The Politics of Punishment Sep 26 2019 This re-issue with a new
Preface of a classic work by John Hostettler looks at the political
and other social dynamics behind law, order and punishment. A
timeless work by one of the UK’s leading commentators and now
with pointers to key developments in penal politics of the last 20
years. This first paperback version contains a wide-ranging analysis
of the topic from Anglo-Saxon times to the present day, including:
the impact on punishments of power struggles, wealth, superstition,
class distinctions, populist ideas, the centrality for many years of the
death penalty, modern-day ideas of rehabilitation but above all the
underlying threads of social control, law and order and political
signals about crime. A classic work and a collector’s item which
looks at the genesis and purposes of punishment. Shows how
punishment, power differences, social control and (sometimes
suspect) economics and politics have always been intertwined. A
must for practitioners and students in this field. ‘This splendid
book…reveals in all its starkness the close connexion between the
inhumanities of punishment and the political interests of the
State’—Justice of the Peace. ‘Starts with a delightful description of
Anglo-Saxon criminal law and punishment, and travels fast
forwards…A colourful entertainment’—Criminal Behaviour and
Mental Health. ‘Well researched, knowledgeable…a good
read’—Litigation. ‘First class reading’—Police Journal. ‘Takes us
on a breathless tour d’horizon of the history of judicial punishment,
a thousand years in a hundred pages, before slowing down to
examine more closely the reforms of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries’—The Magistrate
Comparative Criminal Justice Mar 01 2020 David Nelken is the
2013 laureate of the Association for Law and Society International
Prize The increasingly important topic of comparative criminal
justice is examined from an original and insightful perspective by
David Nelken, one of the top scholars in the field. The author looks
at why we should study crime and criminal justice in a comparative
and international context, and the difficulties we encounter when we
do. Drawing on experience of teaching and research in a variety of
countries, the author offers multiple illustrations of striking
differences in the roles of criminal justice actors and ways of
handling crime problems. The book includes in-depth discussions of
such key issues as how we can learn from other jurisdictions,
compare 'like with like', and balance explanation with understanding
– for example, in making sense of national differences in prison
rates. Careful attention is given to the question of how far
globalisation challenges traditional ways of comparing units. The
book also offers a number of helpful tips on methodology, showing
why method and substance cannot and should not be separated when
it comes to understanding other people's systems of justice. Students
and academics in criminology and criminal justice will find this
book an invaluable resource. Compact Criminology is an exciting
series that invigorates and challenges the international field of
criminology. Books in the series are short, authoritative, innovative
assessments of emerging issues in criminology and criminal justice
– offering critical, accessible introductions to important topics. They
take a global rather than a narrowly national approach. Eminently
readable and first-rate in quality, each book is written by a leading
specialist. Compact Criminology provides a new type of tool for
teaching, learning and research, one that is flexible and light on its
feet. The series addresses fundamental needs in the growing and
increasingly differentiated field of criminology.
North Carolina Criminal Law and Procedure Apr 01 2020 This

edition is fully up to date with all laws enacted by the General
Assembly through Session Laws 2021-162 of the 2021 Regular
Session. It also includes a convenient listing of sections affected by
2021 legislation. -- From the foreword.
An Introduction to International Criminal Law and Procedure
Apr 13 2021 This market-leading textbook gives an authoritative
account of international criminal law, and focuses on what the
student needs to know - the crimes that are dealt with by
international courts and tribunals as well as the procedures that
police the investigation and prosecution of those crimes. The reader
is guided through controversies with an accessible, yet sophisticated
approach by the author team of four international lawyers, with
experience both of teaching the subject, and as negotiators at the
foundation of the International Criminal Court and the Rome
conference. It is an invaluable introduction for all students of
international criminal law and international relations, and now
covers developments in the ICC, victims' rights, and alternatives to
international criminal justice, as well as including extended
coverage of terrorism. Short, well chosen excerpts allow students to
familiarise themselves with primary material from a wide range of
sources. An extensive package of online resources is also available.
Criminology May 03 2020 ALERT: Before you purchase, check
with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that
you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have

been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller
prior to purchase. -- Criminology: A Brief Introduction is an easy to
use criminology text that teaches students about the exciting field of
criminology using the learning skills they already possess. In
recognition of the visual orientation of today's learners we sought to
achieve a comprehensive integration of graphic art with the concepts
and ideas of criminology. Consequently, Criminology: A Brief
Introduction is intensely visual . Its layout and design invite readers
to explore its pages, while powerfully illustrating the critical
concepts that are central to the field of criminology today. Our intent
is to visually attract readers to the subject matter of criminology,
making for ease of learning. 0133024377 / 9780133024371
Criminology: A Brief Introduction Plus NEW MyCJLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0132340690 / 9780132340694 Criminology: A Brief 0132737612 /
9780132737616 NEW MyCJLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
-- for Criminology: A Brief Introduction
Treatise on International Criminal Law Jun 23 2019 Since the
adoption of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court in
1998, international criminal law has rapidly grown in importance.
This third volume offers a comprehensive analysis of the procedures
and implementation of international law by international criminal
tribunals and the International Criminal Court. Through analysis of
the framework of international criminal procedure, the author
considers each stage in the process of proceedings before the ICC,
including the role of legal participants, the scope of jurisdiction, and
the enforcement of sentences.
Criminal Law & Criminal Justice Jun 27 2022 This accessible text
enables criminology and criminal justice students to understand and
critically evaluate criminal law in the context of criminal justice and

wider social issues. The book explains criminal law
comprehensively, covering both general principles and specific
types of criminal offences. It examines criminal law in its social
context, as well as considering how it is used by the criminal justice
processes and agencies which enforce it in practice. Covering all the
different theoretical approaches that the student of criminology and
criminal justice will need to understand, the book provides learning
tools such as: -chapter objectives - making the structure of the book
easy to follow for students -questions for discussion and student
exercises - helping students to think critically about the ideas and
concepts in each chapter, and to undertake further independent and
reflective study -?definition boxes? explaining key concepts helping students who are not familiar with specialist criminal law
terminology to understand what the key basic concepts in criminal
law really mean in practice -a companion Website which
incorporates a range of resources for lecturers and students.
Criminal Law Apr 25 2022 The highly anticipated Second Edition
of Criminal Law introduces students to the underlying principles,
legal doctrine, and rules regarding crimes, defenses, and punishment
in substantive criminal law. Innovative in its case study approach,
this thoroughly updated revision will help students develop
analytical skills, while learning the content and context of
substantive criminal law. Now with a more student-friendly format,
this text guides students through theory and practice, using a blend
of old and new materials to foster understanding of what the law is,
how it evolved, the principles on which it is based, and how it
applies to various circumstances.
Prentice Hall's Dictionary of American Criminal Justice,
Criminology, and Criminal Law Dec 30 2019 Now in a Second
Edition, this comprehensive reference book includes key terms from
criminal justice, criminology and criminal law. Ideal as a companion
reference in any criminal justice, criminology or criminal law
course, the book is an invaluable tool for students and professionals,

providing clear, complete definitions of all-important terminology.
Criminal Procedure Law Dec 10 2020 The divergence of the law
and the practice has never been as visible in other areas of law as it
is in the area of Criminal Procedure. Hence, the title Criminal
Procedure: Principles, Rules and Practices. In the first part, the book
gives a succinct summary of the ideal procedure should the law be
strictly complied with and the (political and economic) challenges in
the administration of the criminal justice. For the main part,
reproducing the relevant provisions of the law the book discuses the
principles and the law on Criminal Procedure comprehensively.
Court decisions are reproduced and discussed in order to show the
practice and trends in the interpretation and application of the law.
The only binding decisions in our legal system are decisions of the
House of Federation on matters of constitutional interpretation and
the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division decisions by at least
five judges, of which there are very few to refer to. The book
approaches Criminal Procedure as a process; thus, it chronologically
discusses the steps from crime reporting to the police to prosecution,
trial and post judgment remedies. The comments on the law are
intertwined with the discussion on the application of the law by the
police, the prosecution office and the courts.
The Boundaries of the Criminal Law Aug 25 2019 This is the first
book of a series on criminalization - examining the principles and
goals that should guide what kinds of conduct are to be criminalized,
and the forms that criminalization should take. The first volume
studies the scope and boundaries of the criminal law - asking what
principled limits might be placed on criminalizing behaviour.
Routledge Handbook of International Criminal Law Jul 05 2020
International criminal law has developed extraordinarily quickly
over the last decade, with the creation of ad hoc tribunals in the
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and the establishment of a
permanent International Criminal Court. This book provides a
timely and comprehensive survey of emerging and existing areas of

international criminal law. The Handbook features new, specially
commissioned papers by a range of international and leading experts
in the field. It contains reflections on the theoretical aspects and
contemporary debates in international criminal law. The book is
split into four parts for ease of reference: The Historical and
Institutional Framework – Sets international criminal law firmly in
context with individual chapters on the important developments and
key institutions which have been established. The Crimes –
Identifies and analyses international crimes, including a chapter on
aggression. The Practice of International Tribunals – Focuses on
topics relating to the practice and procedure of international criminal
law. Key Issues in International Criminal Law – Goes on to explore
issues of importance such as universal jurisdiction, amnesties and
international criminal law and human rights. Providing easy access
to up-to-date and authoritative articles covering all key aspects of
international criminal law, this book is an essential reference work
for students, scholars and practitioners working in the field.
A Brief Introduction to Criminal Law Nov 01 2022 Intended for
an undergraduate criminal law course within a criminal justice
program, A Brief Introduction to Criminal Law, Second Edition
provides a gentle introduction to the subject ideal for students that
do not intend to pursue law school. The principles of criminal law
are explained step-by-step with a focus on the professional
applications of legal principles within the criminal justice system.
The second edition contains more and updated case studies,
additional coverage of consitutional law and terrorism, and
enhanced figures and tables. Written in a conversational tone, A
Brief Introduction to Criminal Law, Second Edition is the ideal
resource for undergraduate students taking a criminal law course.
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law Sep 30 2022 An array of
carefully selected case report and academic article extracts
combined with author commentary to provide a thorough and
engaging assessment of criminal law provisions.

Criminal Law Feb 21 2022
Criminal Law Mar 25 2022 The Third Edition Of Criminal Law
Introduces Readers To The Underlying Principles, Legal Doctrine,
And Rules Of Criminal Law. The Innovative And Highly StudentFriendly Text Uses Real-World Case Examples To Contextualize
Laws And Give Students A Solid Foundation In Substantive
Criminal Law While Guiding Them Through What The Law Is,
How It Evolved, And The Principles On Which It Is Based. By
Studying Case Materials, Students Will Develop The Analytical
Skills Essential To Understanding How Legal Principles Have
Developed Over Time And How They Are Best Applied To EverChanging Factual Situations. The Fully Revised And Updated Third
Edition Retains All The Extensive Pedagogical Features Of The
Previous Edition—Chapter Objectives, A Glossary Of Key Terms,
Review Questions, And Suggested Readings—While Adding AllNew Material On Moral And State Crimes, Expanded Coverage Of
Terrorism, And A Flow Chart Of The Criminal Justice System.
Students Will Come Away From The Text With A Greater
Understanding Of How Laws Are Applied, As Well As The Logic
And Reasoning Behind Judicial Decisions. Accessible But
Challenging, Criminal Law, Third Edition Will Gently Push
Undergraduate And Graduate Students Alike To Broaden Their
Analytical Approaches.
Lacey, Wells and Quick Reconstructing Criminal Law Jan 29
2020 Since the publication of the first edition, this textbook has
offered one of the most distinctive and innovative approaches to the
study of criminal law. Looking at both traditional and emerging
areas, such as public order offences and corporate manslaughter, it
offers a broad and thorough perspective on the subject. Material is
organised thematically and is clearly signposted at the beginning of
each section to allow the student to navigate successfully through
the different fields. This fourth edition looks at topical issues such as
policing, the Serious Crime Act 2007, and reform of the Fraud Act

2006. Relevant case law and extracts from the most topical and
engaging debates on the subject give the subject immediacy. The
book is essential for both undergraduate and postgraduate study of
criminal law and justice.
The International Criminal Court and Positive
complementarity. Legal and institutional framework Jun 15
2021 Academic Paper from the year 2017 in the subject Law Comparative Legal Systems, Comparative Law, grade: 1.0,
University of Pretoria, language: English, abstract: This study seeks
to establish how the legal and institutional framework for positive
complementarity may be effectively implemented. It is argued that
the existing legal and institutional framework in respect of the
effective combatting of impunity is largely unsatisfactory. The
evolution of the principle of complementarity, in the context of the
Rome Statute, is explored with emphasis on the theoretical
constraints on the principle which, in turn, raise practical challenges.
The analysis provides a theoretical background to the
conceptualisation of positive complementarity. The study traces the
evolution and development of the concept of positive
complementarity, examining its characteristic features and
attributes, and the possibilities and opportunities the concept
presents for the effective combatting of impunity. It examines the
various scholarly arguments and propositions advanced to explain
the concept of positive complementarity, and analyses the attendant
challenges and limitations. It is noted that there is no fixed and
universally acceptable definition of positive complementarity. It is
therefore argued that there is a need for the establishment of a
coherent legal and institutional framework for positive
complementarity. In this light, appropriate policy alternatives and
considerations both domestically and internationally, are considered.
On the international level limitations characterising the current
institutional framework of the Secretariat of the Assembly of States
Parties (ASP Secretariat) are identified. It is argued that a

fundamental restructuring of the ASP Secretariat is essential and
measures to restructure the ASP Secretariat in order to reinforce its
effectiveness in fulfilling its mandate on positive complementarity
are identified. At the domestic level, the various aspects of
implementing legislation are discussed. In conclusion, the
establishment of an independent office to address positive
complementarity and revitalise the institutional framework within
the legal structures of the ASP Secretariat, is examined. The study
envisages that the proposed institutional framework for the ASP
Secretariat, if implemented, would effectively support the national
jurisdictions of state parties in their implementation of the concept
of positive complementarity. This study represents an unequivocally
original contribution to knowledge and research.
Criminal Law Statutes 2009-2010 Dec 22 2021 Designed
specifically for students, and responding to current market feedback,
Routledge Student Statutes offers a comprehensive collection of
statutory provisions un-annotated and therefore ideal for LLB and
GDL course and exam use. In addition, an accompanying website
offers extensive guidance on how to use and interpret statutes,
providing valuable tutorial and exam preparation. The Routledge
Student Statutes series collects together, in each volume, all the
legislation students need to pass their exams so it is comprehensive,
clearly presented, and easy to access. Routledge Student Statutes
provide extensive innovative features, vital in aiding LLB and GDL
learning: Comprehensive content, with legislation carefully selected
to match the common curriculum Written by leading experts in each
field so students can feel confident in the experience and judgement
behind each selection Un-annotated, making the series ideal for both
course and exam use Each title is indexed alphabetically,
chronologically and thematically making it easy to navigate A free
Companion Website providing students with extra guidance and
testing on how to use and interpret statutes Updated annually to
incorporate all of the latest legislation covered in UK law syllabi

Organized Crime Legislation in the European Union Jan 11 2021
Just a few months after the entry into force of the EU Framework
Decision on the fight against organized crime, this book provides an
unprecedented analysis of the national and European legislation on
organized crime. The book provides a critical examination of the
European policies and legal instruments to promote the
harmonization and approximation of criminal law in this field
(including the United Nations Convention on Transnational
Organized Crime). The current level of harmonization among EU
Member States and the approximation to the standards of the new
Framework Decision are discussed in detail, with the help of tables,
graphs and maps. The results highlight the problems surrounding the
international legal instruments and the inconsistencies of the
national approaches to combating organized crime.
Sentencing and Criminal Justice Nov 08 2020 The leading textbook
on sentencing, and the only one to integrate theory and empirical
research with legislation, guidelines and case law.
Loose Leaf for Criminal Law for the Criminal Justice Professional
Jul 25 2019 Criminal Law for the Criminal Justice Professional
authored by criminal justice expert Norman M. Garland provides a
comprehensive study of the rules and laws that encompass the
structure of the criminal justice system. This edition gives a wideranging overview of the nature origins and purposes of the criminal
justice system affording students a thorough understanding of this
complex subject matter. The general principles that motivate the
lawmakers have not changed since the development of AngloAmerican criminal law, although legislative detail and focus have
varied. This edition takes into account the shifts in emphasis of the
lawmakers and courts in the development of the American criminal
law in the global political, economic, and social climate of the
twenty-first century. Straightforward yet analytical, the book aims at
delivering to students a timely overview of the state of American
criminal law. The book is designed primarily for undergraduates

enrolled in basic criminal law classes for Criminal Justice students.
The Connect course for this offering includes SmartBook an
adaptive reading and study experience which guides students to
master recall and apply key concepts while providing automaticallygraded assessments. McGraw-Hill Connect® is a subscription-based
learning service accessible online through your personal computer
or tablet.
U.S. Criminal Justice Policy Sep 06 2020 Revised edition of U.S.
criminal justice policy, 2011.
Foundational Texts in Modern Criminal Law Oct 20 2021
Foundational Texts in Modern Criminal Law presents essays in
which scholars from various countries and legal systems engage
critically with formative texts in criminal legal thought since
Hobbes. It examines the emergence of a transnational canon of
criminal law by documenting its intellectual and disciplinary history
and provides a snapshot of contemporary work on criminal law
within that historical and comparative context. Criminal law
discourse has become, and will continue to become, more
international and comparative, and in this sense global: the longstanding parochialism of criminal law scholarship and doctrine is
giving way to a broad exploration of the foundations of modern
criminal law. The present book advances this promising scholarly
and doctrinal project by making available key texts, including
several not previously available in English translation, from the
common law and civil law traditions, accompanied by contributions
from leading representatives of both systems.
Criminal Law for the Criminal Justice Professional Aug 18 2021
Criminal Law for the Criminal Justice Professional, authored by
criminal justice expert Norman M. Garland, provides a
comprehensive study of the rules and laws that encompass the
structure of the criminal justice system. The 4th edition gives a
wide-ranging overview of the nature, origins, and purposes of the
criminal justice system, affording students a thorough understanding

of this complex subject matter. The Connect course for this offering
includes SmartBook, an adaptive reading and study experience
which guides students to master, recall, and apply key concepts
while providing automatically-graded assessments. McGraw-Hill
Connect® is a subscription-based learning service accessible online
through your personal computer or tablet. Choose this option if your
instructor will require Connect to be used in the course. Your
subscription to Connect includes the following: • SmartBook® - an
adaptive digital version of the course textbook that personalizes
your reading experience based on how well you are learning the
content. • Access to your instructor’s homework assignments,
quizzes, syllabus, notes, reminders, and other important files for the
course. • Progress dashboards that quickly show how you are
performing on your assignments and tips for improvement. • The
option to purchase (for a small fee) a print version of the book. This
binder-ready, loose-leaf version includes free shipping. Complete
system requirements to use Connect can be found here:
http://www.mheducation.com/highered/platforms/connect/trainingsupport-students.html
The Constitution and the Future of Criminal Justice in America Mar
13 2021 The Future of Criminal Justice in America brings together
leading scholars from law, psychology, and criminology to address
timely and important topics in U.S. criminal justice. The book
tackles cutting-edge issues related to terrorism, immigration, and
transnational crime, and to the increasingly important connections
between criminal law and the fields of social science and
neuroscience. It also provides critical new perspectives on
intractable problems such as the right to counsel, race and policing,
and the proper balance between security and privacy. By putting
legal theory and doctrine into a concrete and accessible context, the
book will advance public policy and scholarly debates alike. This
collection of essays is appropriate for anyone interested in
understanding the current state of criminal justice and its future

challenges.
Treatise on International Criminal Law Sep 18 2021 This is the first
of three volumes of a treatise on the principles and practice of
international criminal law, from its foundations to its future. Volume
1 analyses the history and sources of international criminal law,
individual criminal responsibility, the requirements for criminal
responsibility, and the grounds that exclude liability.
International Criminal Justice Nov 28 2019 This volume presents
an overview of the principal features of the legacy of International
Tribunals and an assessment of their impact on the International
Criminal Court and on the review process of the Rome Statute. It
illustrates the foundation of a system of international criminal law
and justice through the case-law and practices of the UN ad hoc
tribunals and other internationally assisted tribunals and courts.
These examples provide advice for possible future developments in
international criminal procedure and law, with particular reference
to their impact on the ICC and on national jurisdictions. The review
process of the Rome Statute is approached as a step of a review
process to provide a perspective of the developments in the field
since the Statute’s adoption in 1998.
Emanuel Law Outlines Jul 29 2022 The most trusted name in law
school outlines is now available in AspenLaw Studydesk digital
eBook format. It's the best of both worlds - a print copy of the
Emanuel Law Outline for your desk reference and an eBook version
on your laptop to take with you wherever you go. This special
Bonus Pack includes download access to the one-of-a-kind
AspenLaw Studydesk software AND this book in digital eBook
format. Emanuel Law Outlines for Criminal Law will support your
class preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and
supply a comprehensive breakdown of topic matter for your entire
study process. the AspenLaw Studydesk eBook format will allow
you to search the outline on your laptop and incorporate Legal
Concepts into your studying with the click of a button. Created by

Steven Emanuel, this series has been relied on by generations of law
students. Each outline contains capsule and detailed versions of the
critical issues and key topics you must know to master the course.
Also included are exam questions with model answers, an alpha-list
of cases, and a cross reference table of cases for all of the leading
casebooks. BONUS PACK INCLUDES: Emanuel Law Outlines:
Criminal Law paperback Emanuel Law Outlines: Criminal Law
eBook download (NOTE: the AspenLaw Studydesk application
must be installed on your computer to read the eBook.) AspenLaw
Studydesk productivity software (NOTE: a promotion code ships
with this Bonus Pack, which allows you to download the Emanuel
Law Outlines: Criminal Law eBook and AspenLaw Studydesk
productivity software at www.AspenLaw.com).
The Handbook of Comparative Criminal Law May 27 2022 This
handbook explores criminal law systems from around the world,
with the express aim of stimulating comparison and discussion.
General principles of criminal liability receive prominent coverage
in each essay—including discussions of rationales for punishment,
the role and design of criminal codes, the general structure of
criminal liability, accounts of mens rea, and the rights that criminal
law is designed to protect—before the authors turn to more specific
offenses like homicide, theft, sexual offenses, victimless crimes, and
terrorism. This key reference covers all of the world's major legal
systems—common, civil, Asian, and Islamic law traditions—with
essays on sixteen countries on six different continents. The
introduction places each country within traditional distinctions
among legal systems and explores noteworthy similarities and
differences among the countries covered, providing an ideal entry
into the fascinating range of criminal law systems in use the world
over.
International Criminal Law and Philosophy Feb 09 2021 This
anthology brings together legal and philosophical theorists to
examine the normative and conceptual foundations of international

criminal law. In particular, through these essays the international
group of authors addresses questions of state sovereignty; of groups,
rather than individuals, as perpetrators and victims of international
crimes; of international criminal law and the promotion of human
rights and social justice; and of what comes after international
criminal prosecutions, namely, punishment and reconciliation.
International criminal law is still an emerging field, and as it
continues to develop, the elucidation of clear, consistent theoretical
groundings for its practices will be crucial. The questions raised and
issues addressed by the essays in this volume will aid in this
important endeavor.
General Principles of Criminal Law Jan 23 2022 Hall, Jerome.
General Principles of Criminal Law. Second Edition. Indianapolis:
The Bobbs Merrill Company, [1960]. xii, 642 pp. Reprint available
January, 2005 by the Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-4983. Cloth. $125. * The standard one-volume treatise based on classic
legal-realist principles. As its title suggests, Hall provides more than
a thorough overview of the subject; he analyzes the principles that
comprise its foundations with an emphasis on their creation and
definition by officials. This process is explored in its chapters on
legality, mens rea, harm, causation, punishment, strict liability,
ignorance and mistake, necessity and coercion, mental disease,
intoxication and criminal attempt, as well as its general chapters on
criminology, criminal theory and penal theory. Acclaimed when its
first edition appeared in 1947, it has been cited regularly ever since.
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